Personality traits offer considerable insight into the biological basis of individual differences. 1 However, existing approaches toward understanding personality across species rely on 2 subjective criteria and limited sets of behavioral readouts, resulting in noisy and often 3 inconsistent outcomes. Here, we introduce a mathematical framework for studying individual 4 differences along dimensions with maximum consistency and discriminative power. We validate 5 this framework in mice, using data from a system for high-throughput longitudinal monitoring of 6 group-housed mice that yields a variety of readouts from all across an individual's behavioral 7 repertoire. We describe a set of stable traits that capture variability in behavior and gene 8 expression in the brain, allowing for better informed mechanistic investigations into the biology 9 of individual differences. normal behavior and psychopathology. In humans, consistencies in emotional and behavioral 13 expression have been extensively investigated and categorized by psychologists within the 14 framework of personality traits 1,2 . In other species, however, the understanding of individual 15 differences and the biological processes that underlie them has been hindered by the absence 16 of a strong conceptual foundation behind the trait creation process and the lack of 17 comprehensive behavioral screening paradigms.
Introduction 11
Individual differences are a hallmark of living organisms and central to our understanding of IDs capture transcriptomic variance in the brain brain and behavior. While the contributions of brain-transcriptomic differences to human 100 personality traits remain largely unexplored due to major technical difficulties in performing such 101 studies, mouse ID scores may prove a useful proxy. To assess whether ID scores captured 102 transcriptomic variance in the brain, we performed bulk RNA-sequencing in mice that had been 103 profiled in the Social Box (n = 32). For each individual, we sequenced three brain regions ( Figure   104 4): the basolateral amygdala (BLA), the insular cortex (INS), and the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), 105 yielding a total list of 13,073 genes jointly detectable in all three regions. For each region, we 106 assessed the average variance explained across the gene set by all four IDs and compared it 107 against a distribution derived from shuffling the ID scores across individuals. Strikingly, in all 108 three regions, the IDs performed significantly better in their true configuration than would be 109 expected by chance, suggesting that ID score assignment is close to optimal with regard to their 110 association with gene expression.
IDs discriminate between genotypes
genetically driven differences in behavioral tendencies. For this purpose, we used the high- show that ID scores have considerable power in discriminating between the genotypes ( Figure   119 5c, Supplementary Figure 7b ).
120
Personality Space
121
An important benefit that comes with having a known space of individual expression is the ability 122 to search that space for points of biological interest, which may represent behavioral 123 specializations. Using Pareto Task Inference, we found that ID1 and ID2 span a behavioral 124 continuum on a triangle bounded by three personality archetypes (Figure 5a ). Such a 125 configuration can be interpreted as a tradeoff between 3 distinct evolutionary specializations, as 126 previously shown for features of animal morphology 6 and C. elegans locomotion 7 . Analogous 127 archetypes were found in the replication dataset. 
Methods

Animals
All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committees of either the with the exception of the high-vs. normal anxiety-like behavior animals (HAB/NABs, see below).
141
The animals were housed in an SPF facility in temperature-controlled rooms under standard 
149
New York). A fourth, green hue, was achieved by mixing the latter two dyes. The dyes were 150 applied using a paint brush. Excess color was removed from the animal's fur with tissues. The 151 period under anesthesia was typically no longer than 10 min.
152
Mice were single-housed for several hours after painting and subsequently reunited with their 153 cage mates. A minimum of 3 days of recovery/habituation was allowed following this procedure 154 before the mice could be introduced into the social arenas. 
163
In order to validate the identity domains (IDs) and ensure repeatability, we also computed the ID 164 scores for mice which were recorded in arenas of a different design 3 . These alternative arenas 165 were 75 x 50 cm and included a covered nest, closed shelter (which is smaller than the nest, and 166 has only one entry), two elevated ramps, two feeders, a single water bottle, an elevated block 167 that is away from the walls, and a Z-wall.
168
Identification and classification of interactions between mice
We automatically identified and classified interactions between mice as events in which the 169 distance between two mice (d) was less than 10 cm. We then used the movement direction of it was moving away from it; otherwise it was assumed idle with 174 respect to the other mouse (Θand Θ 5 were found by optimization).
175
To classify aggressive and non-aggressive contacts, we first used a hidden Markov model 8 to is the sum of the fraction of times that mouse has "won" (i.e., was the is the sum of the fractions of "losses" (escapes), and accordingly 5 ; = ∑ < <; <D;
is its 195 weighted sum. The score is then normalized to be between 0 and N-1 (where N is the number of 196 subjects, which equals 4 in our case) by using the following formula:
198
Linear discriminant analysis Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a method for finding a linear separator between two classes, 199 or in its more general definition finding a subspace that best separates between multiple 
209
Fisher-Rao discriminant
The Fisher-Rao discriminant is used to measure how distinct two or more classes of samples are.
210
The separation between classes is defined as the ratio of the variability between the classes 
219
Identity domains
Personality cannot be measured directly but it can be inferred from the behavior. We used the 
229
Note that since is not usually square is not simply a reversal of .
230
In order to find , which in turn would give us the IDs, we used LDA. Here the variability-within 231 is defined as the variability of the same individual mouse on different days, or
is the total number of mice ( =168), and is the total number of days ( =4).
234
Accordingly, the variability-within is the variability between mice or
236
The link between the behavior and the IDs is obtained in the same way as in the classical LDA by 
241
In order to avoid batch effects and drifts of the data we used quantile normalization on each 242 behavior for each batch on each day separately. We quantile-normalized the data to have a normal distribution by computing the quantile of each sample and then computing the inverse samples were identical prior to the normalization they were all assigned the same value after
Pareto optimality
In order to survive and reproduce, animals are constantly confronted with tasks such as finding 248 food or evading predators. Often there is a tradeoff between tasks, so that the success of an 249 animal in one task has to come at the expense of its performance on another. Recent work has 250 shown that the best phenotypes are the weighted average of archetypes, which are phenotypes 251 that specialize in one task 6,14 . These phenotypes can either be morphological, as for the beak 252 sizes of ground finches, or behavioral phenotypes.
253
The shape of the phenotype space is determined by the number of archetypes, or the number 254 of tasks the animal faces: In case of two archetypes, optimal phenotypes would fall on the line 255 connecting the two archetypes, while if there are three archetypes, the phenotypes would be 256 contained inside a triangle, and so on.
257
One direct outcome of this theory is that looking at the whole phenotype space makes it possible 258 to deduce the location of the archetypes and thereby the different biological challenges that an 259 animal faces. The positions of the archetypes are found using a hyperspectral un-mixing 260 algorithm. The data is first centered to have zero mean, and then projected using principal 261 component analysis into a subspace with dimension n -1 (where n is the number of archetypes).
262
Then an un-mixing algorithm is used in order to fit an n vertices polytope that best fits the data.
Social box behavioral readouts
We collected a total of 60 different readouts for each mouse on each day. Due to the linearity of 267 LDA, some of the behaviors we measured were computed with several different normalizations.
268
The most common normalizations we used were: the total time in the arena (12 hours; 269 abbreviated total), the time outside the nest (outside), and for interactions the total number of 270 contacts (contacts).
271
Pairwise:
• Time outside [1] : Fraction of time that the mouse spends outside of the nest. 
281
• Contact rate [4, 5] : Number of contacts the mouse had. A contact is defined as two mice 282 being less than 10 cm apart while both are outside the nest. Normalizations: [4] 
296
• Chase [10, 16, 22] : Chases are interactions that ended with the mouse pursuing another 297 mouse in an aggressive manner. Aggressiveness was determined using a classifier that 298 was trained on labeled samples (see methods 
306
• Non-aggressively being-followed [15, 21, 27] : Number of times the mouse was followed 307 by another mouse at the end of a contact in a non-aggressive way. Normalizations: [15] 
309
• Approach [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] : An approach is a directed movement of the mouse towards 310 another mouse that ends in contact. Not all interactions necessarily start with an 311 approach, while others might start mutually with both mice approaching each other. 
Individual:
• ROI exploration [37, 38] : Quantifies the amount of exploration the mouse is doing. elevated plus maze (EPM), DaLi, SPT, and forced swim (FST) tests. In both cases, each test was predetermined locations. Finally, each animal was reintroduced to the arena after a 4 h delay for 380 5 minutes with one of the two identical objects replaced by a novel one 15 . Object preference was 381 calculated as the novel/familiar object ratio, while the discrimination index was calculated as the 382 ratio of preference to phase 2 total exploration time.
383
Dark-light transfer and elevated plus-maze tests
Anxiety-like behaviors were assessed using the DaLi or EPM tests performed in standard 
386
Forced swim test
Behavioral despair was measured using the FST. Each animal was placed in a 2 L transparent Franklin, 1998. Total RNA was isolated using the miRNeasy micro kit (QIAGEN) after variance explained across all genes and the model with the real ID scores was tested against this
Code availability
All the code used in the LDA implementation in MATLAB will be made available upon request.
448
Likewise, the self-similarity tests implemented in MATLAB, as well as the R code used in the RNA-449 seq data analysis will be made available upon request.
450
Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the 451 corresponding author on reasonable request.
Supplementary Figure 7 | Principal components analysis (PCA) on the initial set of behaviors.
In order to compare how LDA performs relative to better-known and more commonly used dimension reduction method, PCA was performed on the same initial dataset as used to generate the IDs. (a) The percent variance of the behavioral data explained by each principal component (PC). (b) Correlations between scores on each PC and an abbreviated list of behavioral readouts. (c) The stability of PC scores was tested as with the IDs before and after mixing the mouse groups such that all individuals were unfamiliar to one another. Only the first principal component remained stable after the mix. (d) Scores on the first four PCs were used as predictors of transcriptomic variance in RNA-sequencing data from three different brain regions. This analysis directly mimicked the equivalent analysis performed using the four IDs (PC scores from day 1, 200 shuffled PC score sets). The top four PCs did not carry more overall transcriptomic information than would be expected by chance. 
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